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abstract

The semester theme: “Tectonic Design: Structure
and Construction”, implies a project approach that
deals with a tectonic and nordic design of a church
in the new Parish of Hatlehol in Ålesund, on the west
coast of Norway. Developed upon requirements from
the competition brief and initial thoughts of the projects potential, initiating the report, the vision and
concept form the basis for the design of a Nordic
church where the interplay between the constructive,
the structural, the functional and the architectural is
integrated as one unit. Concluding the report will,
with focus on detailing, present how the spirit of the
Nordic- and the poetic of the tectonic tradition, has
been materialized.
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preface

The project takes point of departure in an open architecture competition of designing a church center
for the new parish of Hatlehol in the community of
Ålesund on the West coast of Norway. For a long
time the community of Hatlehol in Ålesund, Norway,
have been wishing for their own church. A place that
can be part of the everyday life for the population for
religious, cultural and social gathering and create an
identity for the area. By that the building must provide possibilities for the community and recreational
activities - also in the future. That requires a building
that is ready to accommodate new users demands.
[MSc01_ARK Fall2013 Study Guide]

7HYHSSLS[V[OPZ[OLYLPZHJVUÅPJ[PUN[LUKLUJ`[OH[
not many Norwegians go to church regularly*. By
that it is assumed that also less people are going to
become religious in the future.
ill. 1.6 Allegory of the cave
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* according to the statistics, appendix 1

If the architecture must provide community and recreational activities in the future there is a need of a
church that can both enlighten the Christian evangelical Lutheran religion and in the same time be a
space for enlightenment and contemplation without
YLSPNPVU0U[OLWOPSVZVWO`VULÄUKHULUSPNO[LUTLU[
that goes back a long way before the religion - in the
allegory of the cave presented by the greek philosopher Plato. Here the enlightenment is found in the
cave between the earthbound and the heavenly. *
*appendix 2

;OPZWYVQLJ[^PSSZLLR[VM\SÄSYLX\PYLTLU[ZMVYHZWHJL
where enlightenment and contemplation is in focus,
and a space that can accommodate new users demands in the future.

The site is situated in the central point of the new
Hatlehol Parish, located in the area of Ålesund municipality at the West coast of Norway. The area is
characterized by rough nature with big mountains
patched with green forest areas, where the rocky
grounds allow them to grow.
The site of the church is in an area of outstanding natural beauty, with a fjord and mountains to the south
and forest covered mountains to the north. The site
itself is quite undulating in terms of topography and
with a variety of existing vegetation.

ill. 1.7 Map of Norway with zoom-in of site
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introduction

Tectonic is seen as a way to give meaning to architecture and to concretize it. This phenomenological
approach and wish for an authentication in architecture is typical for Nordic architecture. A building for
JVU[LTWSH[PVU HZ H JO\YJO OHZ ZVTL ]LY` ZWLJPÄJ
demands, therefore the process is to orchestrate the
construction, structure, functions and aesthetics in a
tectonic and Nordic matter – to deal with technical as
well as sensuous qualities.

ill. 1.8 Norwegian landscape
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A church embraces a common place for cultural
and social activity, learning facilities, celebrating, and
coming together and as well as a place that embraces contemplation and the most depth felt emotions
of human. This demands a very carefully and gentle
spatial design and distribution of the architecture.

A Nordic building must carefully be integrated with
the scenic landscape of the site so that the quality of
nature can be integrated, and that the building can
give something back to nature.
Appropriate to the context and contemporary reinterpretation of local building traditions in Norway, the
primary material for the church will be wood and a
focus will be made on the tectonic potential of timber
construction.

method

The methodological approach of the project is the
Integrated Design Process, created by Mary Ann
Knudstrup 2003 for the civil engineering Architecture and Design at Aalborg University. It is a method
merging knowledge from the architect with parameter from the engineer to solve complex problems in
creating and building architecture.
The method is a tool that makes it possible for the
designer to control the various parameters that is to
be considered and integrated into the design process. It can be used to detect technical as well as
aesthetic issues during the process, and resolve
them when they occur. It focuses on the creative eleTLU[PU[OLWYVJLZZVMÄUKPUNUL^VWWVY[\UP[PLZHUK
innovative solutions so that problems can be solved
without compromising the creative process. Thus,
what comes out of the process is a holistic architecture, where all parameters are considered in the
process. [Knudstrup 2006]
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ill. 1.9 Diagram of the integrated design process.
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competition brief

The church is to be designed for the Norwegian state
church, which is a Christian Evangelical Lutheran
church. Due to an increase in the population in the
area of Hatlehol in Ålesund, it has become more and
more important to make Hatlehol a parish of its own
with its own identity, wherefore the need for a church
in the area is evident.
The church centre will accommodate a church and
its additional functions, but moreover it will accommodate other functions such as activity rooms for
scouts, youth organizations and rooms for lectures.
The place will be part of the everyday life for the population in the parish of Hatlehol.
On behalf of the future congregation, it is expected
that the church becomes a religious, cultural and
social gathering place in the local area. The church
10

must give identity to the area, and become an integrated part of the everyday life in the local community. It should be a place where the congregation
can meet, enjoy and embrace the services together.
It should be a carrier of traditions and a product of its
time. Finally, the church should be a media to connect man and God. The building must be a symbol
of that and the path towards the church room must
prepare the human for that experience, both on a
personal and social level.
[The Main Committee for Hatlehol Church]

“We wish for a church, that is an important and integrated part of the people, and at the same time bears
witness that it is a house built and consecrated for
the work for tribute God”
[The Main Committee for Hatlehol Church]

ill. 1.11 View from parking lot

ill. 1.12 Entrance

church architecture

The church shall be a place, where people can come
together and worship in community. In the same time
the church should be a carrier of tradition and facilitate the liturgy and ceremonies in a traditional manner. [The Main Committee for Hatlehol Church]
The axial church is an expression of the basilica type.
The basilica was an original Christian church type, arrived from the times, where a strong hierarchy existed in the society and where a strict division was kept
between the clergy and the lay people. The direction
of the church nave was west to east, symbolizing a
journey from the darkness to the light. The longitudinal space invites movement. It is focusing on facing

God, and provides space for privacy.
The radial church is a result of eastern European inÅ\LUJLPUZWPYLKI`.YLLRJ\S[\YL0[V]LYJVTLZ[OL
spatial division between the altar and the congregation. The congregation is placed around the altar in
circles, signalling community. People come to church
to enjoy, worship and embrace the services together
as a group.
It is wished to design a church for the community of
Hatlehol, which is an axial layout, to reach contemplation. [Arkitekten, 1995] [Detail, 2004] [Stegers, 2008]
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tectonic history

Tectonics is derived from the Greek word tektonikos, which is derived from the word tekton, meaning builder. Looking it up in the dictionary, tectonics
means ” the art and science of construction or building” [collinsdictonary] the concept of tectonics is ambiguous. It has a concrete, measurable part “technology”, and an abstract, representational part “art”.
From old Greek, art means, ”revealing the truth” and
technology means ”the way in which the truth is revealed”. [Beim, 2004]
Already in the Antiquity the builder and theorist Vitruvius discussed how architecture of high quality inteNYH[LZ[OYLLHZWLJ[ZVMÄYTP[HZ\[PSP[HZHUK]LU\Z[HZ"
strength, utility and actrativeness. Furthermore he
emphasizes the importance of compliance between
the material and the way in which it is used in the
14

construction according to its natural properties. He
advocates for naturalness and honesty in architecture, where technology and art comes together in
order to create architectural quality.
In the 19th century Karl Bötticher describes the two
aspects technology and art as core- and art form,
and tectonic as ”a complete system binding all the
parts ... into a single whole”
Eduard Sekler presents in his book of 1965 a further
understanding of tectonics as the tool where the architect can give expression to a building. Technical
solutions are as much a result of the overall design
process as are aesthetic solutions.
The contemporary Kenneth Frampton further supports this view by talking of tectonics as poetics of
construction. Tectonics arises from a clear structure

and well-articulated details, which are means to express and reveal the essence of a building.
[Frampton, 1995]

The study of these four theorists shows that the basic theories of tectonic remained similar over decades. With the aesthetic and functional values of
tectonics follows a relation to the human scale and
an understanding of structural details and materials.
These give way to the true expression of the structural, functional and material essence.

nordic architecture

lil. 1.15 Sketch of northern light

The Nordic countries are acknowledged for having
a special approach to architecture and design, and
especially during the years of the modernism, where
Nordic architects developed functionalism. The Nordic modernistic style is absorbed and melted together with traditional craft traditions and use of local
materials, which creates a modernism closely related
to nature and man. It is no longer seen as a concrete
style, but a special approach for working with architecture, where place, landscape and nature is handled with a special care. The natural daylight of the
given context is important as it is limited during winter
months, and the large variations of the angles of the
sun during the seasons comprise the need for cleverly designed building layouts. The use of local materials also underlines this care for the context and the

place, as the materials connects to the surrounding
context and refers to the Genius Loci. The architects
furthermore seek to preserve honesty towards the
materials, which are used according to their respective strength abilities. Through harmony and simplicity the architecture embraces the daily use as well as
the daily users. [Lund, 1991] [Rasmussen, 1989]
”It’s about architecture which philosophy is to relate
to landscape, to creating volumes, openings and
surfaces in relation to the Nordic light that changes
according to place and time, and the use of natural
materials. The work method is pragmatic functionalism and the intensions are to create quality of life
more than art” Karl Otto Ellefsen [Lund, 1991]
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can lis by jørn utzon

ill. 1.16 Sketch of Can Lis, view from the sea

Three case studies by Utzon, Zumthor and Alto were
chosen to show inspiration concerning the design.
They were chosen because of how it was inspired by,
implemented and organised on the site.
Can Lis by Jørn Utzon, is chosen because of how it
was inspired by and implemented on the site, like it
wass almost being carved out from the site. Studying
Utzons’ summerhouse in Mallorca, Spain it is clear
that he was inspired by the nature surrounding the
site. The building is placed close to the edge large
cave, Grotto La Luna, the moon cave. From the cave
there is a view towards the horizon, while one have a
look towards the horizon the cave gives the embracing background, a kind of safety. The two principles
accompanying each other achieve contemplation.
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ill. 2.16 Sketch of Can Lis, conceptual section

This inspiration is seen throughout the building. Every
room and terrace has three surrounding walls and a
view towards the horizon.
However, it is not only the cave, but also the route
or the experience getting to the cave. As mentioned
earlier one have to take a route down a steep cliff
to get to the cave, along the way one have to take
some choices, left or right. This is also applied in Can
Lis, when entering the building one have a choice to
go left to a closed door or to the right to an enclosed
terrace the only one without a view. Either or, the feeling of stepping out from the covered entrance is going from narrow to wide, the same as climbing down
to the cave, once one has arrived from the narrow
paths there is suddenly a wide space to to looking at
the horizon, sensing the nature.

ill. 1.17 Plan drawing showing the experience

ill. 2.17 Grotto La Luna, Mallorca

ill. 3.17 View towards horizon, Can Lis
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therme vals by peter zumthor
The second case study is Peter Zumthors’, Therme Vals.
Here it is studied how Zumthor integrates the building in
[OLTV\U[HPUHUKOV^[OLPU[LYPVYYLÅLJ[Z[OH[(ZPU[OL
case study of Utzon, Zumthor have the expression of almost being carved out from the site.
The Thermal baths in Vals, Switzerland have, in contradiction to Utzons cave, a grotto like feeling inside, the building is situated halfway underground so a small amount
of daylight gets into the massive building. Zumthor understood that the local stone, Quartzite/Gneiss, was the
perfect stone to build the Spa due to its fortress, resistance to the bending and tension and also to the low temperatures and mechanic grazing.

ill. 1.18 Section Thermal baths
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It is important to understand the delightful and respectful
relationship with the landscape, the complex program reduced mysteriously to an apparently simple volumetric result. Zumthor wasn’t only involved into designing a building with an architectonically corporeal presence, but also
an atmosphere that you breath in the constructed space.
Zumthor have solved the distribution by creating corridors between the different functions in the program, and
thereby lead light in through the spaces that separate the
volumes. The light leads one around in the spa and let
one discover smaller or bigger pools along the way. In the
end all the paths though the building ends in a view out.
Looking at the building from the above, the grasscovered
roof gives the sense of the building being invisible [Graphic
expression IV, 2008]

ill. 1.19 Plan drawing showing the experience

ill. 2.19 Leading light

ill. 3.19 Outside view, Thermal baths
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säynätsalo town hall by alvar aalto

The third case study is Säynätsalo Town Hall, designed by Alvar Aalto. The distribution and how the
building is integrating with the site is studied. In contrast to Zumthor and Utzon, Aalto recreated the site
and let the composition of the buildings create the
main space.

ill. 1.20 Sketch of entrance, Säynätsalo town hall
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In the town-hall of Säynätsalo, Aalto started by the
traditional form of the building with a central courtyard inspired by his trip to Italy, and then, by separating one of the sides, he creates the entrances of the
building: one of them related to the human being and
the urban context made of granite and framed with a
pergola, another a big staircase made with wood and
grass related to the natural world.

By elevating the space of the courtyard, he makes
H [YHUZP[PVU ZWHJL" VUL ^PSS OH]L [OL L_WLYPLUJL VM
being raised. Another reason for the central space is
the gathering effect: an interaction between different
buildings volumes.
Surrounding this courtyard, a corridor distributes the
building, maintaining both the relationship in- and exterior.
The building is part of the brutalism. It uses different
volumetric changes – by means of cantilevers, setbacks or dramatic effects of the main towers roof to
make the urban landscape interesting. Furthermore,
the use of red brick, gives a chromatic and texture
feeling to the building.

ill. 1.21 Plan drawing showing circulation

ill. 2.21 Säynätsalo town hall, natural world entrance

ill. 3.21 Säynätsalo town hall, urban context entrance
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site analysis
N

W

ill. 1.22 Wind diagram

climate
To achieve an understanding of the site, this part
covers the conditions, and explores the potentials of
the site. Norway is, as remarked in the brief, rich on
nature, and the site itself is no exception.
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E

S

On the coastline of Norway the normal temperature
is approximately 6-8°C and there is not much variation in the cold and warm. There is very little snowfall,
and very large amounts of rainfall, which, due to the
wind, mainly comes from South West.

ill. 2.22 Diagram with topography

topography

The building site has a considerable height difference
of about 10m in North-South direction, which gives
a view towards the “Sunnmørsalpene” to the south.
This elevation is fragmented over the site, creating a
rocky character with rock cutting through the surface
at several spots.

cementary
sport facilities

ill. 1.23 Vegetation diagram

ill. 2.23 Functions diagram

functions
vegetation

The vegetation at the site is typical Norwegian.
0[JVUZPZ[ZVMWPUL[YLLZOLH[OLYÄLSKZÅVVKSHUK]LNetation and dense hardwood forest, mostly birches.

parking

The existing cemetery of Hatlehol is situated to the
East of the site. To the West of the site a sports area
and the Blindheim school are situated and further towards the Southwest there is a large belt of parcels
for single family houses.

ill. 3.23 Infrastructure diagram

infrastructure

There are good connections to and from the site by
the main road RV 60, which makes it easy to reach
the area by car, foot, bicycle or public transport. This
gives a high degree of visibility for passers by on the
main road.
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ill. 1.24 Equinox, March/September 21st

sun

The sun in the area changes a lot through the seasons. In the winter there is only sunlight for a few
hours a day and in the summer the sun shines 20
hours a day and reaches a much higher angle.
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ill. 2.24 Solstice, December 21st

N

ill. 3.24 Solstice, June 21st

1420
N

ill. 1.25 View of current ceremonial space

ill. 4.25 View of site from parking lot

iIl. 2.25 View of nature on site

ill. 5.25 View of nature on site

ill. 3.25 Cross

ill. 6.25 View towards the surrounding nature
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ill. 1.26 Functions diagram
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summary

The church center of Hatlehol should be a product
of its time but at the same time a carrier of tradi[PVUZ,TWOHZPZPZW\[VU[OLJO\YJOHZMYHTPUNSPML"P[
should be open and used by the congregation in the
everyday and in the big ceremonies in life, and in the
ZHTL[PTLILHWSHJLMVYÄUKPUNJVTMVY[ZHML[`HUK
contemplation.
The building must be in close connection to the surrounding nature, have a pure shape, honesty in the
use of wood as a material and construction. It must
have a simplicity and harmony in construction. Tectonics itself discloses an integrated design, where
function, structure and aesthetics become a whole.
The construction and detailing is clear and part of the
overall design of the building.
The church centre must shelter from noise and wind
towards the North and West and opens up towards
the view and the cemetery towards the South and
East. In the design it is relevant to consider how the
rainwater is lead off the building and into the ground,
and how sun- and skylight are integrated in the build-

ing to secure light during the day all through the year.
The landscape of the area of Hatlehol is beautiful and
characteristic, and the church center can make use
of the landscape qualities by integrating the nature
of the site. At the same time, the architecture must
bring some quality to the nature.
Finally, the church should be a media to reach contemplation and mediate the relation between the
earthbound and the heavenly. The building must be a
symbol of that and the path towards the church room
must prepare the human for that experience. It can
be a journey from darkness to light as the orientation
of the traditional church, or an experience from narrow to wide as in Can Lis. Both case studies have the
expression of almost being carved out from the site,
having view towards the horizon, while the cave gives
the embracing background as safety.
The conclusions from the initiating analysis form the
base of a vision for the project.
27

ill. 1.28 Sketch of mountain
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vision & concept

It is the intention to mediate the relation
between the earthbound and the heavenly in order to reach contemplation.
If the earthbound is represented by the
safety of the cave and the heavenly in the
view towards the horizon, contemplation
must be found in the meeting between
the two, together with the experience
from narrow to wide.
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ill. 1.30 Conceptual sketch of entrance
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design development

ill. 1.31 Distribution modeling

ill. 2.31 Movements on site

ill. 3.31 Volumetric placing

Introducing three volumes

The design process started with an accurate study
organizes the quantities. Thinking about different
uses and all the different activities of the week, the
big program was divided in three volumes: a heavenly related to enlightenment, a common building
related to the everyday life, and a chapel related to
the ground.
At this moment, the main entrance, placed in the
middle of the two main ones, the common building
and the church, undertakes a considerable importance: at this point one have a choice, a crossroad
- the space for the everyday life on one hand and the
heavenly space on the other.
The chapel is isolated, related to the nature and accessible from the adjoining cemetery.

Organization

After the theoretical division, the sketching part startLK;OLÄYZ[PTWVY[HU[WHYHTL[LY^HZ[Y`PUN[VYLSH[L
the volumes to the site and to each other. Important
directions and alignments were found, trying to guide
in the positioning. The main geometrical lines, used
for the positioning were the existing road, the relation
with the surroundings and the topography of the site.
To relate to the site the buildings were placed in the
middle of the plot.

To relate the buildings to each other a space were
created between them. The connection between the
two buildings is neither parallel nor orthogonal, but
KLÄULKI`[OL[VWVNYHWO`VM[OLZP[L;OLVYPLU[H[PVU
of the buildings creates an inviting space that is geometrically open, and has a focus point between the
two buildings. The entrance is placed underground
allowing the connection between the two buildings
to be as invisible tension.
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ill. 1.32 Division of program

Placement in nature

Being aware that it is not an urban site, nor total wilderness, considerations are given to the site and all
the natural elements like threes, existing rocks and
the topography.
The church’s volume is placed in the most unique
part of the plot. It is precisely placed between two
rocks that are singularities in the landscape, one
placed on the west side of the building and a smaller
rock, located south of the building. The idea about
32

ill. 2.32 Placement

the church being placed in the most unique plot follows the concept of a hierarchy between the buildings. The church is higher and more voluminous
than the other building containing the public functions, which is slender following the topography. In
the composition the chapel assumes a very important role. It closes the composition. It creates a completely unity between the volumes and balances the
whole complex.

ill. 3.32 Covering

Covering

The geometrical positions and alignments also
achieve covering and protection. The church volume, which is high and massive, covers the space
from the western wind and rain while the long common building covers the space from noise from the
road running on the northern border of the site. This
protected and emphasized space can be used as a
natural amphitheatre and a reunion space when the
weather allows it.

Distribution

The main entrance is underground and is placed in
the middle between the two main volumes. Arriving
in the hall, there is a choice: the church in the left and
the communal building on the right. An anteroom
characterizes the sacral building, where all the secondary functions are located. This is meant to prepare people to reach the main space. It is a classical
distribution, known as the narthex, resulting from the
ÄYZ[JH[OVSPJIHZPSPJHZ
The common functions building have been thought
as a multipurpose center. It is characterized by a
]LY`ÅL_PISLWYVNYHT^OLYLHSSYVVTZOH]L[OLZHTL
dimension, generated by the modular square.* The
main distribution is created by a longitudinal space,
with a with of 6 m, which has been thought as an
activity room, useful to socialize and have common
activities. *appendix 3

ill. 1.33 Proportion

Proportion

When designing the building, a lot of cares were given
to the proportions. In order to control the proportions
a structural module of 3x3 m was used. This proportion was based on the vernacular systems of timber
construction. The use of the module was not only
\ZLKHZHNLULYH[VYMVY[OLÅVVYWSHUZI\[HSZVHZH
study of the aesthetic value of the well-proportioned
volumes.
In relationship with Plato’s ideas, the world of the appearances involving the nature, or the imagination of

it, was joined with the world of the intelligible, mathematics or knowledge. Using this argument provides
the buildings with a geometrical value in order to
raise them to a higher level of comprehension for human being.
In Andrea Palladio’s thoughts the rational order in the
divine creation should be imitated in man’s creation.

This reproduction is not an imitation but a research
on abstract principles.
In order to proportioning the volumes, an interpretation of these ideas has been followed. But when
realizing that using a strict system would not achieve
a very sensible result, the answer should be found in
the origins of the sensible human world.
33

Roof as a module

;OLÄYZ[PKLH^HZ[VÄUKHSHUN\HNLMVY[OLI\PSKPUNZ
that also could include a modular system in the roof.
To do that, a shaped skylight had been found, which
Ä[ WLYMLJ[S` [OL TVK\SL PU WSHU ,]LY` TVK\SL ^HZ
supposed to show the interior activity, in order to understand what was happening in the inside from the
outside. There were small skylights in the distribution
spaces. The remaining skylights were scaled according to the dimension and the necessity of light in the
single room. The interior light created characteristic
spaces. The church building was characterized by a
giant skylight, which was supposed to point out the
hierarchy of the entire system. The repetition of the
same element for several times was very heavy and it
was loosing its order and purity.
34

ill. 1.34 Sketch of module

([YHKP[PVUHS5VY^LNPHUYVVM

ill. 1.35 Sketch of traditional Norwegian roof

Secondly, the idea was to follow a more traditional
and vernacular language. The thought was to give
an interpretation of the Norwegian pitched roof. According to the module, the aim was to create three
objects belonging to the same formal language but in
KPMMLYLU[ZJHSLZ;OPZZVS\[PVU^HZHSZVKLÄULKI`[OL
repetition on the same triangular frame, which represented the main feature of the system. The regular
frames created a rhythm of light in space. The aim
^HZ[VÄUKHTVKLYUSHUN\HNLMVY[YHKP[PVUHSZOHWLZ
To do that, starting from a simple trussed roof, it
^HZ[YPLK[VÄUKZVTLZ[Y\J[\YHSZ[\KPLZPUVYKLY[V
change the perception of the space. This hypothesis
presented several problems.
0[^HZ]LY`KPMÄJ\S[[VH]VPK[OLIHYUZOHWLILJH\ZL
of the proportion of the church. Furthermore, it was
]LY`KPMÄJ\S[[VJYLH[LHZWLJPHSMVYTHSPKLU[P[`[V[OL

PU[LYPVYVM[OLJO\YJOI\PSKPUN0[^HZHSZV]LY`KPMÄJ\S[
[VÄUKHYLSH[PVUZOPWIL[^LLU[OLL_[LYPVYHUKPU[LYPVY
in the common building. The strict grill of the frames
was very frequent and the openings did not create a
connection to the nature.
After this, the main problem has been understood.
The buildings didn’t belong to the same family. It was
^YVUN[Y`PUN[VÄUKHJVTTVUZOHWLMVY[OLKPMMLYLU[
functions. A church has one demand for a shape and
H[TVZWOLYL"[OLJVTTVUI\PSKPUNOHZZVTLV[OLYZ
The result became three different shapes for tree
different programs. Tree buildings connecting and
supporting each other. A chapel related to the earthbound, a church related to the heavenly and a common building related to life. A place in-between, a
transition, a space where life takes place.
35
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ill. 2.37 Section BB
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ill. 1.40 Section CC
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the chapel
E
ill. 1.41 Plan, Chapel
D

D

E

ill. 2.41 Section DD

ill. 3.41 Elevation, East

ill. 4.41 Section EE

ill. 5.41 Elevation, West

Proportion

The basic volumetric geometry of the chapel´s plan
is a rectangle formed by three squares. One of them
is a patio. In section, the containing geometry is the
same square.

Gesture

The functions of the chapel are close related to the
graveyard. In order to create an atmosphere related
to the function it is decided to use earthbound rough
materials such as local stone and wood with a low
treatment.*
The whole building seems like a massive rock rising
from the underground. * appendix 4

ill. 6.41 Elevation, North

Time
0 1 2 3 4 5

ill. 7.41 Elevation, South

10

The vegetation that grows in the surrounding of the
building will encompass its facade and its roof, so
that the building become one with the nature.
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ill. 1.42 Entrance Chapel, sunny day

ill. 1.43 Entrance Chapel, fall

the common building

Proportion

ill. 1.44 Elevation West

The basic volumetric geometry containing the building is based on the repetition of a square 12 x 12m,
and its section can be cut from a golden section. A
sub-module of 6 x 6 m has been used for dividing the
program into two equal parts: one for the program
and one for the space of relationship.

Gesture

In order to approach the human scale it was decided
to design a building that not only included the program but also created an experience. The journey
begins in an earthbound space characterized by
heaviness in the use of materials and a lack of direct
view to the outside. In the route through the promenade created by gently sloping ramps and views
one discovers step by step the landscape and the
relationship with the nature.

ill. 2.44 Elevation East

Time

Approaching the building from the road, one only notices the copper roof and the horizontal openings.
Over time the metal part of the building will develop a
natural patina, the copper will become verdigris and
get a green rusted color. That will enable a strong
relationship with the nature.
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ill. 3.44 Sketch of common building
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ill. 1.45 Elevation, North

ill. 2.45 Elevation, South
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ill. 3.45 Section FF
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ill. 1.46 View of activity space

ill. 1.47 View of northern entrance

the church
Proportion:

;OLMVV[WYPU[PZNLVTL[YPJHSS`KLÄULK)V[O]VS\TLZ
the one visible from the outside and the one underground, are modulated following the 3x3 m grid. The
distribution of the program is also following the rule:
all the secondary functions are located in the north
side of the building in order to create a narthex, a
transitional space for contemplation. The roof is following a less strict order. It starts from the grounded
common building, completes it and then rises for the
heavenly.

Gesture:

Approaching the building either from the road or
from the parking the perception changes. In the foreground, the elevation is seen as having a proportional
relationship with the common building, but it is noticeable that it contains different functions by the high
roof in the background: in the bar there is a continuV\ZÅH[Z\YMHJL^OPSLPU[OLJO\YJO[OLYVVMKYHTH[Pcally raises to reach the sky. In this gesture produced
I`HKPMMLYLU[YLÅLJ[PVUVM[OLTH[LYPHSZP[PZWVZZPISL
to understand that the bigger building is guiding to a
higher level of enlightenment.

Time

As the common building, the church is partly covered
with copper. Overtime this material is going to oxidize
and become green, creating a great relationship with
the surrounding site and the common building.
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ill. 1.48 Elevation, South
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ill. 1.49 Elevation, North
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ill. 2.49 Section GG
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ill. 1.50 Elevation, East
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ill. 2.50 Section HH
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ill. 1.51 Elevation West

ill. 2.51 Conceptual sketch
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ill. 1.52 View to the front of the church

ill. 1.53 View from the front to the back

structure

structure bar

The structure in the common building is composed
of twenty-three structural frames. In two points of the
building there is movement in the z-axis, 120 cm and
80 cm, which are solved by duplicating the frame.
In order to solve the stability and joints in the xz plan,
it is decided to separate the beam in two pieces.
Thereby, creating a hinge in the joint, where the highLZ[JVS\TUTLL[Z[OLILHTHUKHÄ_LKQVPU[IL[^LLU
the beam and the lowest column. The joints between
JVS\TUZHUK[OLJVUJYL[LÅVVYZSHI^VYRHZOPUNLZ
or semi hinges.
The measures of the pieces of the frame are: column
section 30x20cm, two beams of 60x10cm and a column of 20x20cm.
The instability in the xy plan is solved by using reglars
to mount façade and plywood boards. These work
as joints for the roof.
It is decided to use this kind of frames and not include a load-bearing wall in the middle (separating
the corridor from the classes) in order not to affect
[OL ÅL_PIPSP[` VM [OL I\PSKPUN 0U HU` TVTLU[ VY HU`
change of use, this wall can disappear, leaving a diaphanous space in between.
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ill. 1.54 Conceptual sketch of structure

structure church

For the church a singular structure was designed.
The solution comes from the idea that of the roof
being lifted from the walls, creating a movement towards the sky. This also creates a contradiction for
the lifted up roof and the heavy structure, which middle joint was solved with a sublime mechanism. The
mechanism is based on two main pieces, a cable
and a metal triangle. The cable avoids down movement through its tension, and the triangle is avoiding
the movement up in case of suction. Every element
is designed and placed for its precise role according
to its nature and positioning, not more, not less. The
joints create a line guiding the view from the ground to

the sky, from being almost touchable (human scale)
to completely unreachable (enlightenment scale).
The joints between the beams and the column are
hinges to avoid the bending moment, placing the
VUS`Ä_QVPU[VM[OLMYHTLPU[OLJVU[HJ[VM[OLZOVY[LZ[JVS\TU^P[O[OLÅVVYZSHI;OLZ[Y\J[\YLPZJVTposed by fourteen structural frames and a south and
a north wall. The sections of the columns are 60x40
JTVY[^VJVS\TUZVM_JTPU[OLZPKLVM[OLÄ_
joint. In the case of the two columns, pices of wood
are placed to prevent buckling.The beam section is
100x40cm.*appendix 5

ill. 1.55 Sketch of sturcture in church room

ill. 1.56 Night view of church room

light

Analysis of the light has been an integrated and very
important part of the design process. How one experiences and sense a church room has a lot to do with
the light. According to that a church has some very
ZWLJPÄJKLTHUKZ[V[OLSPNO[/V^KVLZVULZLUZL
the spatial quality of the room when one enters,
where does light guide ones focus? How can the enlightenment be treated to reach contemplation? How
does one experience the environment, nature and its
mutability through light?

View

If contemplation is reachable through a view towards
nature, that view should be the primary opening in
the church, only accompanied by indirect light. The
view should frame nature and its piece, which in no
way can exist with human intervention. With a public
site and a meditation path it is not possible to have
this untouched nature, and a view would not make
sense. Also, how does one create a view in a church

that can create a contemplation and enlightenment
and does not look like a window in a house? Contemplation and enlightenment can only be reachable
in the indirect light.

Final design

The openings in the church are to bring in indirect
SPNO[;OLSPNO[HZPUKPYLJ[HUKOHYTVUPJHSS`ÄYZ[HUK
foremost creates contemplation in the sacral space.
The openings in the church are created as a ribbon
covering the whole building. The ribbon starts from
the ground in the south of the church, rises vertically
towards the top of the building, turns into a horizontal
band facing south, continuing the horizontal movement towards west and sets towards north. This
movement rethinks the journey from dark to light,
which is the main concept in the west to east nave of
the original Christian church.
During morning the opening showers the front of the

church in light, during the evening the warm colour
of the sunset characterises the space. The horizontal
opening towards west and north in the top of the
façade brings in light deep into the volume. Furthermore it is enabling the Nordic low direct light to graduate on the structure of the ceiling, creating sense
of the surroundings without direct visual connection.
The church room achives a perfect graduated daylight distribution both seen over the structure and on
[OL JO\YJO ÅVVY HUK [OL LHZ[IV\UK ÅVVY [V JLPSPUN
window opening next the altar, emphasizes the orientation and focus of the room.
*appendix 6
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ill. 1.58 March 21st, 08.30

ill. 2.58 March 21st, 12.00

ill. 3.58 March 21st, 18.00

ill. 4.58 June 21st, 08.30

ill. 5.58 June 21st, 18.00

ill. 6.58 December 21st, 12.00

ill. 1.59 March 21st, 08.30

ill. 2.59 March 21st, 12.00

ill. 4.59 June 21st, 08.30

ill. 5.59 June 21st, 18.00

ill. 3.59 March 21st, 18.00

ill. 6.59 December 21st, 12.00
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rethinking concept

If the heavenly can only be reachable in the indirect
light there is a basis for a rethinking of the concept.

If the earthbound is represented by the
safety of the cave and the heavenly in the
indirect light from above, contemplation
must be found in the meeting between
the two, together with the experience
from narrow to wide.
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sound

Analysis of the acoustic has been an integrated part
of the design process. How one experiences and
sense a church room has a lot to do with the acoustic.
”Every large church interior has its own voice, its special possibilities.” – In that way, its own identity.
[Steen Eiler Rasmussen, 1959]

(JJVYKPUN [V [OH[ H JO\YJO OHZ ZVTL ]LY` ZWLJPÄJ
demands to the acoustic. How does one sense the
spatial quality of the room when entering, when listening to a priest, a concert or if being by oneself in
the room? How does one experience the acoustic
atmosphere to reach the right mood for contemplation? *apendix 7
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ill. 1.62 Acoustics in church

ill. 1.63 View to baptistery and organ

ill. 1.64 View of entrance from church

experience

A space bounded by two building volumes welcomes
one. The space guides one’s focus toward the common starting point of the two volumes. Exactly at
this point the entrance is placed - an outdoor passage leading into the ground. Its curved shape leads
one into the narrow, but comfortable space inside.
A space to feel safe, as if one were inside a cave. A
space to let all worries fall, to pause life - to prepare
one’s mind to something bigger. A glowing wall of
stone continues the curve and guides one into a corridor captivated by the light ahead.
Here one is greeted by a wide space that almost
takes ones breath away. A large bright room characterized by a sublime structure. A space where one
could feel small and humble. A space one can feel
like a part of something bigger - as a small seed one
would cherish and take care of to make it grow, like it
would carry one through life. - A space for gathering,
celebration, joy, love, enlightenment and contempla-

tion - a place for sharing the big ceremonies in life –
related to the heavenly.
From the entrance of the cave a stair leads to another
building. A building related to the human being - a
place where one feel at home - A space for playing,
having fun, getting together - a place for life to happen.
At the bottom of the large complex the small chapel is
placed. As part of the whole, but private and closed.
A deep and safe space related to nature. A space to
feel safe and comfortable - As when sitting out of the
rain looking into it. A place to belong, where one have
HMLLSPUNVM[OLYVVTÄ[[PUNVULWLYMLJ[S`HUKZ^HSlows one in safety. A space for sorrow, doubt, love,
contemplation - a place to silence the mind – related
to the ground.
Three spaces to frame life - the earthbound, heavenly
and the transition in between.
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YLÅLJ[PVU

What is Nordic tectonic? Honesty in materials? A
structure where the material is used properly? A pure
shape? A design that has a clear connection between the outside and the inside of the building? Is
HYJOP[LJ[\YL[LJ[VUPJ^OLUP[PZYLHKHISLH[ÄYZ[ZPNO[&
Readable by who? Architects or common people? Is
tectonic humble or expressive? A design where functions, structure and special qualities is integrated in
a unity?
How is tectonic in a church? Can an experience
be tectonic? Can light be tectonic? Or how about
sound? How is tectonic in a Nordic context? Has
[LJ[VUPJ ZVTL[OPUN [V KV ^P[O OV^ [OL I\PSKPUN Ä[Z
into the site and its context? Can tectonic be tectonic
and in the same way not be tectonic? Does a design
ULLK[VM\SÄSLHJOWHYHTL[LY[VIL[LJ[VUPJ&
A lot of thoughts were given to what tectonic might
IL0MHYJOP[LJ[\YLPZHSSHIV\[[LJ[VUPJ[OLUÄYZ[HUK
foremost it has something to do with how it relates to
human and the life that takes place. When it contains
nerve, is alive and meaningful.
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ill. 1.67 View of entrance from common building

ill. 1.68 Snow covered entrancei

conclusion

The architecture is relating to human and life by creating comfortable spaces to frame life - the everyday
of life and the big ceremonies in life. It creates experience in the transitions, to gently prepare ones mind
to the space one is about to enter.
The architecture is meaningful by means of a clear
connection between all of the decisions and details.
The architecture has a logical distribution, an honest
use of materials according to structure and strength
ability, a detailing of light and sound to reach the right
atmosphere of the church, and it is carefully connected with the nature of the site. Nerve is what happens
^OLUL]LY`[OPUNÄ[ZYPNO[PU[VWSHJL

The process in this project has been a long journey,
and a lot of times one question has been asked: is
this tectonic? A question that hasn’t been asked is:
is this a church? Church how do you want to be?
As Louis Kahn describes ‘’Even A Brick Wants To
Be Something’’, certainly a church also wants to be
something. If you ask a church, what do you want to
IL&;OLSHZ[HUZ^LY^V\SKILHIHYU;OLÄYZ[HUswer would be a church. I want to be a place for religion, enlightenment, contemplation, a place to frame
life, the everyday of life and the big ceremonies of life.
I want to be treated with care and have my own identity. If you ask the light inside the church, the answer
will be I am designed exactly for this church. If you
ask the structure inside the church, the answer will
be I am designed exactly for this church. If you ask
the acoustic inside the church, the answer will be I
am designed exactly for this church.
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appendix 1
3%

9%

14 %

35 %

97 %

86 %

46 %

members of norwegian church society

attends services more than once a month

neither religious or not

non- members of norwegian church society

attends services less than once a month

no answar

ill. 1.1 Members of Norwegian church society

ill. 2.1 Attendants to services

religious
atheist
ill. 3.1 Religiosity in Norway

religiousity in norway

”The building must provide possibilities for the community and recreational activities also in the future.
That requires a building that is ready to accommodate new users demands.” [Competition brief]
Although 86 % Norwegians is part of a church society, it is only 3% that attends services more than once
a month and only 35% Norwegians are religious. It is

a tendency that not many Norwegians go to church
regularly, and it is assumed that less people are becoming religious in the future. Therefore, this project
^PSSZLLR[VM\SÄSSYLX\PYLTLU[Z[OH[PU[OLM\[\YLI\PSKing can accommodate new users demands. In that
manner, there should be no symbols in the architecture that can be assigned to a religion, but anyhow
the architecture should be able to enlightening contemplate the user.

9%

appendix 2
allegory of the cave

(UKUV^0ZHPKSL[TLZOV^PUHÄN\YLOV^MHYV\Y
nature is enlightened or unenlightened: – Behold! Human beings living in a underground den, which has a
mouth open towards the light and reaching all along
[OL KLU" OLYL [OL` OH]L ILLU MYVT [OLPY JOPSKOVVK
and have their legs and necks chained so that they
cannot move, and can only see before them, being prevented by the chains from turning round their
OLHKZ (IV]L HUK ILOPUK [OLT H ÄYL PZ ISHaPUN H[
H KPZ[HUJL HUK IL[^LLU [OL ÄYL HUK [OL WYPZVULYZ
[OLYL PZ H YHPZLK ^H`" HUK `V\ ^PSS ZLL PM `V\ SVVR
a low wall built along the way, like the screen which
marionette players have in front of them, over which
they show the puppets.
I see.
And do you see, I said, men passing along the wall
JHYY`PUNHSSZVY[ZVM]LZZLSZHUKZ[H[\LZHUKÄN\YLZ
of animals made of wood and stone and various materials, which appear over the wall? Some of them
are talking, others silent.
You have shown me a strange image, and they are
strange prisoners.
3PRLV\YZLS]LZ0YLWSPLK"HUK[OL`ZLLVUS`[OLPYV^U
shadows, or the shadows of one another, which the
ÄYL[OYV^ZVU[OLVWWVZP[L^HSSVM[OLJH]L&
;Y\LOLZHPK"OV^JV\SK[OL`ZLLHU`[OPUNI\[[OL
shadows if they were never allowed to move their
heads?
And of the objects which are being carried in like
manner they would only see the shadows?

Yes, he said.
And if they were able to converse with one another,
would they not suppose that they were naming what
was actually before them?
Very true.
And suppose further that the prison had an echo
which came from the other side, would they not be
sure to fancy when one of the passers-by spoke that
the voice which they heard came from the passing
shadow?
No question, he replied.
To them, I said, the truth would be literally nothing but
the shadows of the images.
That is certain.
And now look again, and see what will naturally follow
if the prisoners are released and disabused of their
LYYVY([ÄYZ[^OLUHU`VM[OLTPZSPILYH[LKHUKJVTpelled suddenly to stand up and turn his neck round
and walk and look towards the light, he will suffer
ZOHYWWHPUZ"[OLNSHYL^PSSKPZ[YLZZOPTHUKOL^PSSIL
unable to see the realities of which in his former state
OLOHKZLLU[OLZOHKV^Z"HUK[OLUJVUJLP]LZVTL
one saying to him, that what he saw before was an
illusion, but that now, when he is approaching nearer
to being and his eye is turned towards more real existence, he has a clearer vision,–what will be his reply? And you may further imagine that his instructor
is pointing to the objects as they pass and requiring
him to name them,–will he not be perplexed? Will he

not fancy that the shadows which he formerly saw
are truer than the objects which are now shown to
him?
Far truer.
And if he is compelled to look straight at the light,
will he not have a pain in his eyes which will make
him turn away to take refuge in the objects of vision
which he can see, and which he will conceive to be
in reality clearer than the things which are now being
shown to him?
True, he said.
And suppose once more, that he is reluctantly
dragged up a steep and rugged ascent, and held fast
until he is forced into the presence of the sun himself,
is he not likely to be pained and irritated? When he
approaches the light his eyes will be dazzled, and he
will not be able to see anything at all of what are now
called realities.
Not all in a moment, he said.
He will require to grow accustomed to the sight of the
\WWLY^VYSK(UKÄYZ[OL^PSSZLL[OLZOHKV^ZILZ[
UL_[[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZVMTLUHUKV[OLYVIQLJ[ZPU[OL
^H[LYHUK[OLU[OLVIQLJ[Z[OLTZLS]LZ"[OLUOL^PSS
gaze upon the light of the moon and the stars and
[OLZWHUNSLKOLH]LU"HUKOL^PSSZLL[OLZR`HUK[OL
stars by night better than the sun or the light of the
sun by day?

Certainly.
Last of all he will be able to see the sun, and not mere
YLÅLJ[PVUZVMOPTPU[OL^H[LYI\[OL^PSSZLLOPTPU
OPZV^UWYVWLYWSHJLHUKUV[PUHUV[OLY"HUKOL^PSS
contemplate him as he is.
Certainly.
He will then proceed to argue that this is he who
gives the season and the years, and is the guardian
of all that is in the visible world, and in a certain way
the cause of all things which he and his fellows have
been accustomed to behold?
*SLHYS`OLZHPKOL^V\SKÄYZ[ZLL[OLZ\UHUK[OLU
reason about him.
And when he remembered his old habitation, and the
wisdom of the den and his fellow-prisoners, do you
not suppose that he would felicitate himself on the
change, and pity them?

Yes, he said, I think that he would rather suffer anything than entertain these false notions and live in this
miserable manner.
Imagine once more, I said, such an one coming suddenly out of the sun to be replaced in his old situa[PVU"^V\SKOLUV[ILJLY[HPU[VOH]LOPZL`LZM\SSVM
darkness?
To be sure, he said.
And if there were a contest, and he had to compete
in measuring the shadows with the prisoners who
had never moved out of the den, while his sight was
still weak, and before his eyes had become steady
(and the time which would be needed to acquire this
new habit of sight might be very considerable), would
he not be ridiculous? Men would say of him that up
OL ^LU[ HUK KV^U OL JHTL ^P[OV\[ OPZ L`LZ" HUK
[OH[P[^HZIL[[LYUV[L]LU[V[OPURVMHZJLUKPUN"HUK
if any one tried to loose another and lead him up to
the light, let them only catch the offender, and they
would put him to death.

Certainly, he would.
No question, he said.
And if they were in the habit of conferring honours
among themselves on those who were quickest to
observe the passing shadows and to remark which
of them went before, and which followed after, and
^OPJO ^LYL [VNL[OLY" HUK ^OV ^LYL [OLYLMVYL ILZ[
able to draw conclusions as to the future, do you
think that he would care for such honours and glories, or envy the possessors of them? Would he not
say with Homer,
’Better to be the poor servant of a poor master,’
and to endure anything, rather than think as they do
and live after their manner?

This entire allegory, I said, you may now append, dear
.SH\JVU[V[OLWYL]PV\ZHYN\TLU["[OLWYPZVUOV\ZL
PZ [OL ^VYSK VM ZPNO[ [OL SPNO[ VM [OL ÄYL PZ [OL Z\U
and you will not misapprehend me if you interpret the
journey upwards to be the ascent of the soul into the
intellectual world according to my poor belief, which,
at your desire, I have expressed– whether rightly or
wrongly God knows. But, whether true or false, my
opinion is that in the world of knowledge the idea
of good appears last of all, and is seen only with an
LMMVY["HUK^OLUZLLUPZHSZVPUMLYYLK[VIL[OL\UPversal author of all things beautiful and right, parent
of light and of the lord of light in this visible world,

and the immediate source of reason and truth in the
PU[LSSLJ[\HS"HUK[OH[[OPZPZ[OLWV^LY\WVU^OPJOOL
who would act rationally either in public or private life
T\Z[OH]LOPZL`LÄ_LK
I agree, he said, as far as I am able to understand
you.
Moreover, I said, you must not wonder that those
^OVH[[HPU[V[OPZILH[PÄJ]PZPVUHYL\U^PSSPUN[VKLZJLUK[VO\THUHMMHPYZ"MVY[OLPYZV\SZHYLL]LYOHZ[L
UPUNPU[V[OL\WWLY^VYSK^OLYL[OL`KLZPYL[VK^LSS"
which desire of theirs is very natural, if our allegory
may be trusted.
Yes, very natural.
And is there anything surprising in one who passes
from divine contemplations to the evil state of man,
TPZILOH]PUNOPTZLSMPUHYPKPJ\SV\ZTHUULY"PM^OPSL
his eyes are blinking and before he has become accustomed to the surrounding darkness, he is comWLSSLK [V ÄNO[ PU JV\Y[Z VM SH^ VY PU V[OLY WSHJLZ
about the images or the shadows of images of justice, and is endeavouring to meet the conceptions of
those who have never yet seen absolute justice?
Anything but surprising, he replied.
Any one who has common sense will remember that
the bewilderments of the eyes are of two kinds, and
arise from two causes, either from coming out of
the light or from going into the light, which is true of
[OLTPUK»ZL`LX\P[LHZT\JOHZVM[OLIVKPS`L`L"
and he who remembers this when he sees any one
whose vision is perplexed and weak, will not be too
YLHK`[VSH\NO"OL^PSSÄYZ[HZR^OL[OLY[OH[ZV\SVM
man has come out of the brighter life, and is unable
to see because unaccustomed to the dark, or having

turned from darkness to the day is dazzled by excess
of light. And he will count the one happy in his condi[PVUHUKZ[H[LVMILPUNHUKOL^PSSWP[`[OLV[OLY"VY
if he have a mind to laugh at the soul which comes
from below into the light, there will be more reason in
this than in the laugh which greets him who returns
from above out of the light into the den.
That, he said, is a very just distinction.
But then, if I am right, certain professors of education
must be wrong when they say that they can put a
knowledge into the soul which was not there before,
like sight into blind eyes.

appendix 3
program
functions

square meters m2

number of persons

additional info

sacred functions

functions

square meters m2

number of persons

2 class rooms

35

10-15
10-15

church room

720

600-700

music room

35

mezzanine

100

15-30

activity room

100/2

children’s chapel

45

20-30

refuse + laundery

25

chapel

75

20-30

workshop

35

cloister room in chapel

12

2-5

adjoining the
chapel

5 public toilets

60

cloak room

30

related to the
church

total

1895

sacristy for babtism

25

5-10

meeting room

30

2-5

ill. 3.1 Room program

church’s common functions
sacristies

30

entrance hall

180

storage

40

church hall

45

20 - 40

congregational hall

140

50-100

kitchen w. storage

60

for chairs and
hymn books

administration and other
functions
VMÄJLZ

35

individual 5,8m2

meeting/dining

30

8

staff toilet

4

technical room

30

additional info

open space

apendix 4

materials

ill. 4.1 Larch wood, exterior facade

ill. 4.4 Birch wood, interior walls

ill. 4.2 Copper, exterior facade

PSS7PUL^VVKPU[LYPVYÅVVYZ

ill. 4.3 Slate, exterior facade

ill. 4.6 Concrete retaining walls

appendix 5
structure

ill. 5.1- 55 Structural analysis barn

ill. 5.6 – 5.10 Structural analysis church

appendix 6

light

A measurement of the intensity of light in the church
is made with ecotech to secure the right illumination.
The illumination is no less than 300 lux, which is required for reading. The illumination is considered as
acceptable. The diagram of the analysis is placed in
appendix.

ill. 6.1 Light intensity

appendix 7

ill. 7.1 Hass effect

ill. 7.2 Sound source from front of church

acoustics

The subject architectural acoustics is characterized
as how sound disperses. This is possible to control
by well-designed shape and proportion of the space,
a carefully choose of materials and treatment of the
surfaces. This includes the considerations of the diYLJ[HUKYLÅLJ[LKKPZWLYZPVUVMZV\UKMYVTZV\YJL[V
a receiver, the beginning and the dying of the sound,
YLÅLJ[PVUZ HIZVYILU[Z HUK LJOV HJJVYKPUN [V [OL
revelation time.
In the beginning of dimensioning the church space
thoughts were giving to bolts range and volume pr
ZLH[[VPU[LNYH[LHJV\Z[PJPU[V[OLKLZPNU;OLÄUHS
KLZPNUÄ[ZPU[VIVS[ZYHUNL^P[OH^PK[OVMHOLPNO[
of 1,4 and a length of 2,3.* The volume pr seat is 16.
*HZPTWSPÄJH[PVUVM[OLKLZPNUPZTHKL

The design is made thinking about not making a too high
ceiling, so there will not be haas effect. The Haas effect
deals with echo. Times delay less than 50 ms the human
ear cannot register. Corresponding to a distance at approximately 17 m.
The direct distance for a seat in front is measured as
32,63. The indirect is measured as 39,92. The difference
is 7,29m. Which means that there is no haas effect and
echo. In the back the use of panels of wood absorb the
sound. In front there will be problems with the haas effect
because of the small distance, therefore there will be a
ULLKMVYPU[LNYH[PUNHYLÅLJ[VYHZHUPUZ[HSSH[PVUULHY[OL
priest.

ill. 7.3 Sound source from back of church

ill. 7.4 Combination

The right shape for the section of the church is, conJH]L HUK JVU]L_ [V ÄYZ[ ZWYLHK [OL ZV\UK PU MYVU[
of the church and in the back collect the sound and
send it directly to the receiver. This only works when
the sound source is placed in front of the church.
But in back of the church the organ is placed, so the
right solution is one that works in also the opposite
direction, when there are sound sources from both
front and back. Therefore there will also be placed
moveable wood panels in front of the church, to absorb the sound from the organ.
The shape of the church is analysed in ecotec to
WYLJPZL[OLYLÅLJ[PVUZVM[OLZV\UK-VY[OLM\Y[OLY
work acoustic can be looked into, be improved and
integrated even more. It seems like the structure is
blocking the sound from one side of the church to
the other. The sound becomes incontrollable which
means that echoes will appear and there will become
dead spaces with no sound. Further calculations will
be needed to secure and investigate in this complex
problem. Solutions would be to control the sound
I` PUZ[HSSPUN ZV\UK YLÅLJ[VYZ PU [OL JLPSPUN HUK PTplementing the structure inside the wall. In that way
the shape for transporting the sound will be pure and
there will be no incontrollable or dead spaces.
ill. 7.5 Sound dissipation

ill. 7.6 Sound dissipation

ill. 7.7 Sound dissipation

A room with a hard sound is a room where the sound
is hanging in the room for a long time and by that has
a long reverberation time, while a room with a short
reverberation will be considered as a dead room.
Calculation is made with the equation of Sabine for
a quick estimation of the reverberation. The equation
does not consider the shape of the room together
with the place of the absorbing material, but gives
good results as estimation.
The equation considers all surfaces including chairs
and persons. In larger rooms the absorption of the
air plays a certain role, here it contributes to the total
equivalent absorption area.

V is the volume, and c is the speed of sound.

100 % seating
50 % seating

When the separate absorbers and the equivalent absorption area S with the unit m2 are known, Sabine
can be calculated. In this calculation chairs and persons is considered. A is the equivalent absorption
area of persons and chairs and n is the number of
each unit. The absorption of the air is calculated by
the volume V and the frequency-dependent factor of
air 4m.
In churches you aim for a reverberation time around
1,4-2,6. The calculated in that a range between 1,7
and 2,6. Which is very acceptable. A church demands a high reverberation in each frequencies of
sound, because it must embrace both human voice
and every kind of instrument.

Reve (s)
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

125

500

2000

Hz

ill. 7.8 Revelation time

appendix 8
ÄYLWSHU

ill. 8.1 Fire plan, ground level

ill. 8.2 Fire plan, First level

appendix 9
ventilation plan

ill. 9.1 Ventilation plan, ground level

PSS =LU[PSH[PVUWSHUÄYZ[SL]LS

appendix 10

Rainwater was an integrated part of the design process. Rainwater is a big part of the climate and nature
of the site, and it was important to ensure a design
that could take care of leading water of the big roofs.
The water of the church is collected in one point and
an installation of a small waterfall is made. In the bar
the copper of the roof is folded facing the facade.
This is for leading wainwater of the building.

ill. 10.1 Rainwater collectors are integrated as a part the retaining walls in the main entrance

ill. 10.2 How rainwater is lead away from the buildings

appendix 11
design process
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